
Abdominal Pain Triage (APT) Score: 
Machine-Learning Identification of ED Patients Requiring Urgent Surgery

The most common reason for emergency department (ED) visits in the U.S. is abdominal pain. More than 750,000 
patients per year require urgent or emergent general surgery (EGS) operations, costing our healthcare system 
nearly $30 billion annually. Swift ED throughput – time from triage to disposition – for EGS patients depends on 
early recognition of an acute problem.

Acuity is currently assigned by triage nurses using the Emergency Severity Index (ESI), a largely subjective 
measure determined by patient information collected at a single point in time. ESI accuracy has been questioned in 
the literature. In communities with poor access to healthcare and high rates of comorbidities, both low health 
literacy and abnormal presenting symptoms can complicate triage precision and prolong throughput.

To create a machine learning-based Abdominal Pain Triage (APT) score that more effectively triages ED 
patients requiring urgent or emergent operative intervention, resulting in expedited ED throughput.

XGBoost, a decision-tree-based machine learning algorithm, was used to construct a model predicting 
operative intervention within 12 hours of presentation to the ED.

• All patients presenting to UChicago Medicine’s Adult ED from January 2011 to October 2021 with a chief complaint of 
abdominal pain, as identified using ICD-9 and ICD-10 codes, were included.

• Demographics, vital signs, laboratory data, ED triage-assigned ESI, and time to operative intervention were collected 
for each patient.

• The dataset was split into training (80%) and test (20%) sets. Demographics, vital signs, and laboratory data were used 
to predict the outcome of operative intervention within 12 hours of presentation to the ED.

• AU-ROC was calculated to compare APT model performance to triage-nurse designated ESI.

• 50,269 patients met inclusion criteria. 2,052 patients had an operation within 12 hours of presentation.
• Average time from presentation to CT scan was longer for patients requiring an operation (7h 15mins) versus all 

patients (6h 53mins).
• The APT Score had strong predictive power for patients requiring an operation (AU-ROC 0.87).
• Compared to ESI scores (AU-ROC 0.67), the APT score had greater discriminative ability in identifying ED 

patients requiring urgent surgical intervention (Figure 2).
• Anion gap was the most influential APT score predictor (Figure 3).
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Figure 1. Data from 80% of patients with abdominal pain meeting inclusion criteria were used to create the 
model (1), while 20% of patient data was used to test the model’s predictive value (2).

Figure 2. AU-ROC Curve for predicting urgent operative intervention 
for the APT Score compared to ESI.

Figure 3. Accuracy feature importance scores of the APT model.

The APT score accurately differentiates patients who present to the ED with abdominal pain requiring urgent 
surgical intervention from those who do not.

• Like the eCART score, the APT score can be implemented in real time for dynamic triage, potentially reducing bias, 
expediting time to surgery, and improving EGS outcomes.

• Next steps include:
1. Identify APT Score thresholds to trigger “fast-track” CT scans and surgical consult.
2. Implement within Epic and conduct a real-world trial to assess effectiveness in improving ED throughput.
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